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How do blind people orient themselves along a continuous guidance 
route?  
 
Agneta Ståhl and Mai Almén 
 
 
SUMMARY 
Background and aim 
 
As part of the accessibility work in Kristianstad, Vägverket Region Skåne 
commissioned Lund Institute of Technology, Department of Technology and Society 
to conduct a separate evaluation of the measures taken in the areas of Söder, 
Udden and Lastageplatsen in Kristianstad within the framework of the Project ”Let’s 
go for a walk” with a focus on accessibility and usability for blind people. 
 
The overall aim of this study was to investigate whether the continuous guidance 
routes that had been constructed in the Kristianstad region of Söder had been 
designed in such a way that blind people do not experience any gaps when guided 
along the route. The more concrete aim was to study how blind people can orient 
themselves by means of the guidance surfaces (natural as well as artificial ones), 
decision surfaces and warning surfaces constructed in Söder in Kristianstad and how 
blind people experience the continuous guidance routes in the area in terms of 
orientability, user-friendliness and safety. Thus, this study does not focus lightness 
contrast. A guidance route is defined as a continuous sequence of natural and 
artificial guidance surfaces, warning surfaces and decision surfaces all the way from 
the starting point to the destination, only interrupted by roadways and bicycle 
paths. A guidance route is not just a transport distance. Natural guidance surfaces 
also often function as orientation points to help you identify where you are along a 
route. They are also easier to orient yourself by than artificial ones, provided that 
no loose obstacles have been established or that vegetation is not allowed to spread 
freely so as to make the guidance surface difficult to access. 
 
 
Method 
 
Since the tests were conducted in a real environment, they are realistic also in 
highlighting those disturbances from the traffic environment that may have an 
impact on blind people’s ability to concentrate and, consequently, on their 
possibilities to find or follow a guidance route. The test route was designed to form 
a clearly marked route from a starting point to a destination point. It contains both 
natural and artificial guidance surfaces as well as decision and warning points and 
also includes an intersection with bicycle and vehicle surfaces. 
 
A total of seven people were recruited for the study, all of whom were totally blind, 
accustomed to using a long white cane to orient themselves. It was crucial that the 
test persons should be totally blind, since there should be no doubt whatsoever that 
it was their ability to orient themselves with the cane by utilizing the tactility of the 

 



ground material that was studied. The tests were conducted in October and 
November of 2006. The design of the experiment required one person to participate 
on each test occasion. All in all, three routes were tested: 
 
Route 1: Östra Boulevarden (between Kvarngatan and Södra Boulevarden), the 
pavement to the west 
 
Route 2: Östra Boulevarden (between Södra Boulevarden and Kvarngatan), the 
pavement to the east 
 
Route 3: Sjöcronas gata (between Hovslagaregatan and Karlavägen), the pavement 
to the west and the connection to MAXI. 
 
Routes 1 and 2 are both approximately 350 meters, and Route 3 is about 300 
meters, which means that the total test route is about 1,000 meters. 
 
The test was initiated with participatory observation, where two observers walked 
slowly with the test person along each route. The purpose of this was to describe 
the logistics of the design. In addition, every detail in the design was thoroughly 
described in terms of appearance and intentions. The test person was allowed to 
feel with his cane and his feet as well as his hand when the details so required, and 
he could also ask the observers questions. After this preparatory walk followed the 
observation itself. The test person was instructed to think out loud while walking 
and to describe what he experienced and if/how different details in the environment 
were identified. During the participatory observation, the observers walked on either 
side of the test person, recording what he was doing. The observations were made 
according to a semi-structured form. 
 
The observation form contained 65, 76 and 98 parameters respectively, to be 
recorded depending on which of the routes was being observed. The form followed 
each route logically and contained all the design details that had been placed in the 
environment in order to guide or warn people with impaired vision and enable them 
to make choices. The participatory observation was intended to record whether, by 
using natural or artificial guidance surfaces, the test person was able to follow the 
route, discover details in the environment, pass gaps in the guidance route (raised 
pedestrian passages, roadways, open surfaces), interpret the information available 
in the environment, find points of reference and take notice of warning markings. 
Prior to the participatory observation, the test person was asked to ”think out loud”, 
thereby telling the observer what he was noticing and experiencing during the walk. 
The observers wrote down important comments. After each observation of a route 
had been completed, the test person was interviewed. The interview contained 
questions about how easy/difficult it was, in the test person’s view, to find different 
detail designs, to interpret different detail designs, to follow the route, and how 
safe/unsafe he perceived it to be to cross streets. These issues were evaluated on a 
five-point scale. Finally the test person was asked to say whether he would cross 
the streets included in the test on his own and to rank on a ten-point scale what it 
felt like walking along the three routes respectively in terms of ”usability”. 
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Results and recommendations  
 
In the three routes included in the Kristianstad study, the ambition was to create a 
continuity in the guidance. The starting point was that the natural environment 
should constitute the guidance surfaces, e.g. edge supports around vegetation, lawn 
edges, railings, walls, facades of buildings with clearly marked entrances and 
pavement edges as well as warning surfaces, e.g. in terms of pavement edges on 
crossing a roadway. The natural environment had been complemented with artificial 
guidance surfaces, which eliminated some of the gaps that naturally arise between 
natural guidance surfaces. The experiences gained from the observations as well as 
from the interviews showed that, on the whole, the ambition has been achieved. 
Nevertheless, the study also showed that a few gaps remained in the continuity 
between the guidance surfaces, particularly at the entrances of buildings. It should 
be fairly simple to adjust all of the routes in this respect. 
 
Transverse sinus slabs 70 cm wide were generally difficult to identify. Transverse 
slabs must be identified in order to change directions and must subsequently form a 
guidance surface (now a longitudinal one) once you have changed directions. 
Widening them up to 100 cm is not a good solution, since previous studies have 
shown that 100 cm is too wide for a guidance surface (Ståhl et al. 2004). At present 
it is not possible to make recommendations for how to solve this problem, but a 
number of suggestions for solutions are sketched below on the basis of the existing 
experiences. One solution, which might facilitate orientation along the wall of a 
building/a wall/a hedge/vegetation, is to lay longitudinal sinus slabs, 70 cm wide 
and 100-150 cm deep, on either side of a smooth decision surface, approximately 
90 x 90 cm.  A ca 70 cm wide guidance surface with longitudinal sinus slabs is laid 
at right angles to the decision surface; see Picture 1. Another possible solution is to 
complement with slabs with flat-topped domes about 70 cm deep, which might 
facilitate orientation along the pavement edge. The two solutions sketched above 
have, however, not been tested, which is necessary before implementing these 
solutions on a larger scale. 
 

  
Picture 1 Suggestion for a potential solution: a decision surface in combination 

with a longitudinal sinus slab as a guidance surface (on the right) 
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A third solution that would be interesting to test is diagonally laid sinus slabs for 
guidance out towards a pavement edge; see Picture 2. There were very good 
experiences from Route 3 of the possibility of identifying sinus slabs when these are 
met diagonally with the cane. This is another solution that must be tested before 
implementing it on a larger scale. 
 

   
Picture 2 Suggestion for diagonally laid sinus slabs as guidance and/or direction 

indicator (right picture) 
 
A slab with flat-topped domes 35 cm wide was usually not identified when there 
were other, more distinct, signals in the environment, e.g. an edge or the sound of 
a push-button box. This design is to be found in all three routes. On the other hand, 
the slabs with flat-topped domes seems to be rather significant when the direction 
of the walk is such that you come from an 0 edge 90 cm wide and are supposed to 
find the place for crossing a street where there are no other, more easily perceived, 
signals in the environment. Consequently, it is recommended that all areas with 
slabs with flat-topped domes 35 cm deep should be laid with slabs 70 cm deep. 
 
Bus stops marked in the ground surface with transverse sinus slabs 70 cm wide 
were very difficult to identify. It was even more difficult when the bus-stop pole was 
not placed immediately beside the sinus slabs. It is recommended that the sinus 
slabs be laid with the grooves diagonally to the direction of the walk, i.e. right next 
to the sinus slabs. The lateral location of the pole is dependent on the unique design 
of that particular place. 
 
When sinus slabs are intended to form a logical continuation of a natural guidance 
surface, they have to be laid in the direction of the walk, not be indented as is the 
case at a number of points along Routes 1 and 2. In the case below, it is 
recommended that the sinus slabs should be moved one row to the left, according 
to Picture 3. How much the slabs should be moved, and in which direction, will be 
dependent on the place in question. 
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Picture 3 Suggestion for placing sinus slabs as a logical continuation of a natural 

guidance surface (right picture) 
 
It was difficult to maintain the direction past all the entrances of buildings along 
Routes 1 and 2. Here it is recommended that the entrances should be equipped with 
longitudinal sinus slabs approximately 35-40 cm wide over the entire surface/gap; 
see Picture 4. This solutions has not been tested either, which is necessary before 
implementing it on a larger scale. 
 

  
Picture 4 Suggestion for potential solution at entrance (right picture), 

longitudinal sinus slabs, width 35-40 cm. (Please observe that the pole 
at the end of the guidance surface must be removed). 

 
Tactile guidance surfaces surrounded by slabs with exposed aggregate were very 
difficult to identify and to follow. The roughness of slabs with exposed aggregate 
resulted in the cane transmitting signals to the hand that confused the person’s 
interpretation of the surface structures. It is recommended that all tactile guidance 
surfaces should be surrounded by a smooth surface about 60 cm wide, e.g. concrete 
slabs with as few joints as possible, granite slabs or asphalt. 
 
Open surfaces past e.g. parking lots, footpaths leading to entrances and widened 
open surfaces leading to residential blocks were also difficult to follow. It is 
recommended that these, too, should be equipped with longitudinal sinus slabs ca 
35-40 cm wide. Alternatively, a white horizontal marking in three layers 150, 100 
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and 50 mm wide respectively, can be painted as a longitudinal marking over the 
surface/gap; see Picture 4. These are solutions that have not yet been tested, which 
has to be done before implementing them on a larger scale. 
 
Bevelling along the edge of a pavement for people with rolling mobility aids is 
usually too wide in all the routes. The bevelling must be made 90-100 cm wide 
according to BFS 2003:19, HIN1. 
 
Cobblestone surfaces in direct contact with slabs with flat-topped domes and sinus 
slabs made the guidance surfaces and warning surfaces more difficult to identify. 
According to BFS 2003:19, HIN1, artificial guidance surfaces and warning surfaces 
must be surrounded by material of a deviant structure. Therefore it is recommended 
that the relevant sinus surfaces should be surrounded by a smooth surface at least 
60 cm wide. 
 
Edges as guidance surfaces are good if they are sufficiently high. The edges should 
be made more visible at the relevant points along Route 1. They must be at least 4 
cm high in order to be identified as guidance surfaces. Consequently, it is 
recommended that the edges at the relevant points should be raised up to 4 cm. At 
a raised pedestrian passage (see Picture 5) the information that you are about to 
cross a roadway surface should be reinforced. Therefore it is recommended that an 
approximately 100 cm deep surface of cupola slabs/warning surface should be laid 
in the footpath surface. 
 

  
Picture 5 Suggestion for placing slabs with flat-topped domes as a warning at a 

raised pedestrian passage (right picture). Note that the sinus slabs 
have also been moved two rows laterally, according to the principle in 
Figure 3. 

 
Note that this surface should contain a smooth surface 90-100 cm wide, so that 
people using transport aids can find their way. This smooth surface should be laid as 
far away from the guidance surface/edge as possible, in this particular case next to 
the bicycle path. This solution has been tested, and the preliminary results are 
positive (Jansson et al., in manuscript). 
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Railings can function well as natural guidance surfaces if they are adequately 
designed. The railings along Routes 1 and 2 (both metal and wooden railings) were 
not optimally designed. The metal railings constantly cut into the stick during 
guidance, and the horizontal support of the wooden railing had been placed too 
high. It is recommended that all the railings should be designed with a horizontal 
support fairly close to the ground surface (lower edge ca 10 cm) that the cane can 
swing against in a natural way. 
 
It is recommended that all benches should be equipped with a crossbar on either 
short side and on the back, so that they can be identified by the white stick in time. 
 
Poles as well as bollards with push-button boxes and/or direction indicator 
must be placed in direct contact with the guidance surface. The pole and push-
button box were not found at the zebra crossing regulated by signals. Therefore, it 
is recommended, first of all, that the guidance surface consisting of two longitudinal 
sinus slabs should be moved so that it will lead to the left edge of the zebra 
crossing, i.e. as far away as possible from the bevelled edge for people with 
impaired mobility and bicyclists. Secondly, it is also recommended that the area 
should be equipped with two push-button boxes, one of which should be placed on a 
pole in direct contact with the left of the guidance surface. The vertically placed map 
on the side of the push-button box is very difficult to interpret, since you both have 
to change the picture so that it becomes horizontal and to ”twist” the map 
sideways. It is recommended that the map should be designed like the one on the 
bollard (see Picture 6) so that it can be felt horizontally in the hand and give the 
information in the walking direction. 
 

 
Picture 6 Bollard with map designed so it can be felt horizontally 
 
Generally speaking, the study showed that the three routes were experienced by 
the test persons as varying in usability. Routes 1 and 2 were assigned a six on a 10-
grade scale, whereas Route 3 was assigned an eight for usability. Furthermore, 
there was hardly anyone who, when asked explicitly, said that they would dare to 
walk along Routes 1 or 2 on their own considering the difficulties that they involved, 
while they were somewhat more positive to Route 3, where they said that they 
would dare to do so immediately or after some more practice. 
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The following conclusions can be drawn: 
 

 natural guidance surfaces are superior to artificial ones in terms of providing 
possibilities for blind people to orient themselves in a physical environment 

 natural guidance surfaces must be designed/constructed/maintained so that 
the cane will not get stuck 

 edge support facilitates orientation along natural guidance surfaces, e.g. 
vegetation 

 artificial guidance surfaces only function when they are adequately designed 
 guidance surfaces laid so that the walking direction is perpendicular to the 

longitudinal direction of the sinus waves or ribs are difficult to identify 
 artificial guidance surfaces must be considered in relation to the surrounding 

structures/surfaces 
 slabs with flat-topped domes to complement edges for crossing a street at a 

zebra crossing or a pedestrian passage facilitate identification 
 gaps in the guidance, even short ones, must be avoided 
 avoiding gaps is important in order to guarantee that a guidance route can be 

safely used 
 it must be possible to clearly identify raised pedestrian passages, and they 

must be clearly marked and easy to follow so that blind people can cross 
safely.  
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